
Time for more cosiness

Nursing beds

in stylish

hotel design
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Many of our elderly fellow human beings find it difficult to leave their homes, because health  
and social care can no longer be guaranteed. This makes it even more challenging for nursing homes  
to offer their residents a new home.

With our new upholstered beds made of high-quality materials from renowned partners, we offer  
an excellent surface material, which opens up an enormous variety of applications in the interior design  
of high-quality living and facility areas, especially in the medical sector. Perfectly coordinated collections  
and new products upholstery solutions, furniture fronts and floor panels of all kinds merge  
to form a single unit and provide a plus in of homeliness.

We are setting new standards and supporting you with flexible product solutions  
– Convince yourself on the following pages.

Dignified care in an ambience worth living in.

Care beds in hotel design - Flexible use

Time for more cosiness
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Decorative colours

Nursing bed sentida 5 HD-1 | Upholstery: smooth, 35 mm

Décor: Italian Oak Fabric: Meadow

Gentle hills, tall grass, colourful flowers and fragrant herbs  
– our Meadow living concept was inspired by an idyllic  
meadow landscape.
You can walk through the green expanse on field paths,  
with your gaze fixed on the distant horizon. Agriculturally used 
areas with cows and sheep alternate with small wooded areas 
and offer relaxation and recreation.

Living concept Meadow
Wall paint

Inspired by an idyllic meadow landscape
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Living concept Lakeside

Pristine forests, rolling hills and crystal-clear lakes –  
our living concept Lakeside was inspired by a lake landscape.
Unspoilt lakes invite you to enjoy nature and linger. In the evening  
you can watch as the sun bathes the glassy surface of the water  
into a warm red before it slowly, very slowly disappears behind  
the treetops.

Wall paint Decorative coloursDécor: Havana cherry Fabric: Blue striped

Nursing bed: sentida 5 HD-3 | Upholstery: smooth, 35 mm

Fig. Landscape: © tommy_wunderer - stock.adobe.com

Inspired by a day at the lake
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Decorative colours

Nursing bed: sentida 5 HD-4 | Upholstery: Buttons, 35 mm 

Décor: Norway maple Imitation leather: Smoke

Mountaineering, climbing or hiking in the beautiful nature, 
taking the cable car to the summit and enjoying the great view  
– our Mountains living concept was inspired by an alpine 
mountain landscape.
Whoever looks down from a mountain feels very small  
in the face of overwhelming nature. A break in a rustic alpine 
hut rounds off the experience.

Wall paint

Living concept Mountains

Inspired by a mountain hike
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In northern Germany, Flanders and the Netherlands,  
there are picturesque little villages with characteristic  
brick houses.  
These were the inspiration for our Village living concept.  
In the countryside, the world is still all right, they say.  
Holidaymakers and residents alike enjoy the mix  
of tranquillity, country life and village idyll.

Wall paint Decorative coloursDécor: Lindberg oak Imitation leather: 
Cherry

Nursing bed: sentida 5 HD-2 | Upholstery: square quilted, 35 mm 

Fig. Landscape: © EKH-Pictures - stock.adobe.com

Living concept Village

Inspired by a Frisian village
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Further living concepts in hotel design

Mare - Inspired by a walk on the beach
The taste of salt on your lips, wind in your hair and the warm rays of the sun on your skin.  
A day at the beach provides peace and balance. Close your eyes and listen to the waves, 
breathe in the fresh sea breeze and you will quickly feel a sense of a feeling of holiday  
and well-being.

Urban - Inspired by a vibrant city
People are again looking for the spaces in the city that are associated with urbanity as a 
lifestyle, representing diversity and freedom, where everyone can meet everyone else.  
A city that is liveable because it belongs to everyone and everyone has access to its  
public spaces.

Forest - Inspired by a walk in the forest
Few things are as relaxing as a walk in the forest. The fresh air and the  
brown tones refresh, invigorate and clear our minds. Japanese researchers  
have found that forest walks lower blood pressure and heart rate.
In addition, the adrenaline level is lower than after a walk in the city.

Décor: Salsbury elm Décor: Norway maple

Décor: Havana cherry

Imitation leather: pearl Fabric: Rose

Fabric: Stone Imitation leather:  
silver grey

sentida 5-xl HD-1 | Upholstery: square quilted sentida 5-xl HD-4 | Upholstery: Button stitching

sentida 5 HD-3 | Upholstery: Button stitching sentida 5 HD-1 | Upholstery: smooth, 68 mm

Country - Inspired by the English country house style
In the hectic pace of everyday life, many wish for a life in the country. Colourful flower 
meadows, roses, shady trees and babbling brooks provide fresh air and relaxation from 
everyday life. But very few people own a country house.
For a little rural flair, the right colours and accessories are often all that‘s needed.

Décor: Salsbury elm
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Comfort bed, without side rails Mobilisation aid only head side elements Wall protection with foot-side exit 4 fully adjustable side rails

0 1|2 3 4

No protection needed Soft protection ¾-Protection Full protection 
for mattresses up to 18 cm

Cosy look without visible side rails –

Depending on the resident́ s protection situation, benefit from an even more homely 
design without visible side guards.

In addition to permanently mounted side elements, SafeFree® Flex offers individual  
and future-oriented as much freedom as possible and as much protection as necessary. 
At the same time SafeFree® Flex retains the homely design character that distinguishes 
all nursing beds made by wissner-bosserhoff.

Complete protection Seamless security Flexible mobilisation

Thanks to SafeFree®-Flex

•  Optimal length and individually adjustable height of the head side rails

•  Perfect hip protection during sleeping as well as comfortable  

and ergonomic mobilisation of the resident

•  Gap between side bolster and lying surface

•  Protection against accidents caused by  

entrapment

•  Secure fastening of the elements

•  Prevents unintentional loosening  

or removal of the side elements

Free
Less freedom depriving measures

Flex
More efficiency 1**

2**

3**

•   Deliberate „omission“ of side rails

•   Investment security for the operator,  

Legal certainty regarding Fdm*  

for the care staff

Tool-free adjustment of the side elements

As flexible as the attachment of the side 

elements, the budget can be used just as 

flexibly, because you only pay for the elements 

that your residents actually need.

No need for a technician

Quick conversion to changing situations  

of the residents – with gap closure,  

without (1)

and with handrail (2) or fully

adjustable side rails (3)

* Fdm = Freedom depriving measures  | ** Illustration similar 
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SafeSense® 3 | Make your nursing beds intelligent
The digital care assistant - optionally available

Softcover
Inexpensive and flexible

Properties of our soft covers
• Moisture and dirt resistant
• Breathable
• Water repellent
• Blood and urine resistant
• Disinfectant resistant
• Extremely hard-wearing
•  Environmentally friendly and  

free of harmful substances
• Durable
•  Flame retardant (according to the ignition 

criteria according to DIN EN 1021 part 1 + 2 
and BS 5852 Crib 5*)

All the fabric and imitation leather decors shown are also available as covers, which you 
can add simply and without tools on the head and foot sections* of your nursing beds.
The properties of the fabrics and the homely look remain unchanged.
This provides you with a cost-effective alternative to hotel design.

*Available for head and foot sections in designs D and Df

TOUCHLESS

INVISIBLE

CONTINUOUS

Connectivity Box 1.0
Electronic monitoring unit with interface to the SafeSense® 
software and to the call system, as well as differential  
pressure sensor for detection of the transmitted signals

Sensorpad 1.0
Patented, electronics-free and robust sensor mat
for transmitting signals and for flexible use  
in the nursing bed

Signal cable
Pneumatic connection
between sensor pad 
and Connectivity-Box

Continuous real-time
resident monitoring

Contactless
Data acquisition & visualisation

Differentiated call management
for fast prioritisation

Resident presence  
in bed: YES or NO
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Imitation leather

Fabrics

Sea (Mailo 5520) Rose (Mailo 4520) Stone (Mailo 8520)

Smoke (F6461660)Silver gray (F6461730) Cashmere (F6461737)Pearl (F6461662) Birch (F6461661) Pebble (F6461653)

Italian Oak (R20286)Crystal white (U11026) Nordic Teak (R50094)Magnolia (U11509) Norway Maple (R27044) Lindberg Oak (R20021)

Meadow (Mailo 6520)Green, floral (Aurora 6520) Sand (Mailo 1521)Blue, striped (Agon 5520) Gray, striped (Agon 8520) Gray, polka dot (Flint 8520)

Cherry (F6461665) Corn (F6461706) Lime (F6461657) Royal (F6461710) Salisbury Elm natural (R37016) Havana Cherry (R42006) Altmuehl Beech (R24006) Steamed Beech (R24034)

Illustrations may differ from the delivered product. We recommend using an original sample for the final colour selection.

The special feel, special properties and expressive embossing give high-quality upholstery materials their individual character.
In addition to unusual designs, surfaces are characterised by high ease of care. Imitation leather made of PVC plastic scores  
points above all for its longevity and thus stands for genuine quality. More information is available on request.

These upholstery fabrics are unrivalled in their cleanliness and care. The patented innovative system leaves no chance for bacteria, dirt and moisture.
Beautiful designs on first-class fabric qualities offer extensive combination possibilities between upholstery and decorative fabrics.
Flame retardant branded yarns made of Polyester FR or Trevira CS are used here. More information is available on request.

* Colours for side panels, SafeFree® handrails and chassis cover sentida 5/ 5-xl. Some decors available at an extra charge. | We recommend using an original sample for the final colour selection.
All illustrations in birch imitation leather. For further colours see page 18

Wood decors*

Okapi Walnut (R30135)

Design head/foot sections | Upholstery

Padding: Square quiltPadding: smooth | Also available  
as light edition with thin padding.

Padding: Deep buttoned

Foot end 600 | mediumFoot end 450 | low Head end 650 | medium Head end 800 | high

More than 5,000 variants
Even in the standard version we offer 
you a wide range of wood, fabric and
leatherette decors as well as different
processing options.
So you can definitely find the right 
living concepts for your residents.
Let us advise you.
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wissner-bosserhoff GmbH
Hauptstraße 4-6 | 58739 Wickede (Ruhr) | Germany
Phone +49 2377 784-0 | Fax -163 | info@wi-bo.de | wi-bo.de


